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The UG level course in Odia literature, offered at Kendrapara Autonomous College, Kendrapara
primarily focuses on the determining role of literature in relation to the growth and development of a specific
culture and civilization. Being mirror reflection of society. Literature has been quite instrumental in bringing
about radical transformation by inculcating a deeper sense of morality and humanity among human beings.
After the completion of this course the students will be able to:

CORE 1: Students guts knowledge growth and development of Odia literature by being exported to
various ages of Odia literature and the respective Odia literature who have enriched the study of Odia
literature over the years.

CORE 2: Social and cultural background of medieval literature, special views of keys of medieval age.

CORE 3: The students guts knowledge who the impact of renaissance and capitalism on Odia literature.

CORE 4: Changes of treads in Odia literature after independence i.e. prose, poety, Novel, Drama.

CORE 5: Students can present clean and compelling arguments based on Historical development of Odia
literature.

CORE 6: The students gut ideas the basic skill used the own mother language relegated with classical,
Regional, oral and standard language. ,

CORE 7: The students can understand relation between language and grammar and using of Odia language
in literature.

coRE 8: Basic study of folk culture and talk literature in odia language.

CORE 9: Develop acquaintance with the basic tenets of Indian and westem literature and theories.

CORE 10: Details study of Odia literature from Sarala Mohapatra to modern Odia and rama.

CORE 1l: Basic study of before and after Odia drama, Nonretail. With repression of project work.

CORE 12: Basic analyze between Novel and short story.

CORE 13: The students gut ideas on Autobiography, traveling books, criticism, and prose with repression
of project work.

CORE 14: Basic study of using and experimental views an Odia language i.e. Art of speech, group
discussion, and official work with using of computer in Odia language and preparation of project work.

GE/ DSE: The college offers GE, DSE, AECC that mass media, Art of advertisement and story,
Novel drama and parse, communicative language, short history of Odisha literature of children.

Thus, Odia Literature is a new light of our societ5r, culture, religions and language and human being
gut gift of morality, Humanity and community with a view to promote a great sense of equality.


